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Abstract. The time-averaged alongshore bottom stress is an important component of 
nearshore circulation models. In a widely accepted formulation the bottom stress is 
proportional to < Ilv >, the time average of the product of the instantaneous velocity 
magnitude Ifil and the instantaneous alongshore velocity component v. Both mean and 
fluctuating (owing to random, directionally spread waves) velocities contribute to < Ilv >, 
Direct estimation of < Ilv > requires a more detailed specification of the velocity field than 
is usually available, so the term < Ilv > is parameterized. Here direct estimates of < Ilv > 
based on time series of near-bottom currents observed between the shoreline and 8-m water 
depth are used to test the accuracy of < Ilv > parameterizations. Common < Ilv > 
parameterizations that are linear in the mean alongshore current significantly underestimate 
< Ilv > for moderately strong alongshore currents, resulting in overestimation of a drag 
coefficient determined by fitting modeled (with a linearized bottom stress) to observed 
alongshore currents. A parameterization based on a joint-Gaussian velocity field with the 
observed velocity statistics gives excellent overall agreement with the directly estimated 
< Ilv > and allows analytic investigation of the statistical properties of the velocity field 
that govern < Ilv >. Except for the weakest flows, < > depends strongly on the 
mean alongshore current and the total velocity variance but depends only weakly on the 
mean wave angle, wave directional spread, and mean cross-shore current. Several other 
nonlinear parameterizations of < Ilv > are shown to be more accurate than the linear 
parameterizations and are adequate for many modeling purposes. 

1. Introduction 

The time-averaged alongshore bottom stress ru• plays a 
crucial role in the dynamics of mean alongshore currents 
in the nearshore. A commonly used stress formulation is 
[e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1970; Grant and Madsen, 1979; 
Battjes, 1988; Garcez-Faria et al., 1998; Feddersen et al., 
1998] 

where < ß > represents a time average over many wave pe- 
riods, p is the water density, and cf is a nondimensional drag 
coefficient. The total instantaneous horizontal velocity vec- 
tor and the instantaneous alongshore velocity v are eval- 
uated near the seafloor but above the bottom boundary layer. 
Mean and fluctuating velocity components contribute to the 
nonlinear term < Ilv >, 
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Although the stress form (1) is widely accepted, the term 
< Ilv > usually is parameterized in nearshore circulation 
models because estimation of < Ilv > requires detailed 
specification of the fluctuating velocity field over a broad 
range of timescales (e.g., sea, swell, infragravity, and shear 
waves). Analogous parameterizations are necessary in other 
oceanographic contexts, including mean flow in the presence 
of tidal currents [Bowden, 1953] and large-scale ocean cir- 
culation [Rooth, 1972]. 

Here several linear and nonlinear parameterizations of 
< Ilv > widely used in nearshore circulation models (re- 
viewed in section 2) are tested with an extensive field data 
set described in section 3. The < Ifil v > term is calculated di- 
rectly from the observed velocity time series and compared 
with parameterizations based on velocity statistics estimated 
from the same observations. The bottom stress is also a func- 

tion of cf (1), and cf may depend on the flow environment, 
the elevation above the bed where < Ilv > is evaluated, 
and the bottom roughness [e.g., Grant and Madsen, 1979; 
Garcez-Faria et al., 1998]. The dependence of cf on these 
factors is not investigated here. 
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As discussed in section 4, parameterizations linear in the 
mean alongshore current often are inaccurate because the 
underlying assumptions (e.g., weak-currents) are violated. 
Estimates of < Ifil v > based on the assumption of an isotrop- 
ic Gaussian velocity field [Wright and Thompson, 1983] are 
generalized to a joint-Gaussian velocity field corresponding 
to arbitrary wave-directional distributions. Although this ac- 
curate parameterization requires a more detailed specifica- 
tion of velocity field statistics than is generally available, it 
enables identification of the nondimensional variables con- 

trolling < Ifflv >, providing a basis for further simplifica- 
tion. Several existing nonlinear parameterizations and spe- 
cial cases of the joint-Gaussian parameterization are found 
to be accurate. The mean alongshore current and total ve- 
locity variance are the components critical to parameterizing 
< l171v > well. The consequences of neglecting infragravity 
(< 0.05 Hz) velocity fluctuations in < Ifil v > and of using 
different parameterizations of < Ifil v > in a simple along- 
shore current model are discussed in section 5. Results are 

summarized in section 6. 

2. The < Ilv > Parameterizations 
The weak current, small angle parameterization of < I•lv > 

is linear in the mean alongshore current and therefore often 
is used in models of surf zone circulation [e.g., Wu et al., 
1985; Ozkan-Haller and Kirby, 1999]. The cross-shore u 
and alongshore v velocities are decomposed into mean and 
fluctuating components (e.g., u - • + u•), with variances 
2 and 2 respectively. The total velocity variance cr•, - O' u O' v , 

2 2 Assuming • - 0, and applying the weak-current Cr u q- rr v . 

(IT] << aT) and small-angle (Crv <• U) approximations yields 

< I•lv >=< lu'l > •. (2) 

For monochromatic and unidirectional waves with period 
T (radian frequency w) and wave velocity amplitude u0 
propagating at small angle 0 relative to normal incidence 
(e.g., u' = uo cos(O) cos(wt)), (2) yields [Longuet-Higgins, 
1970; Thornton, 1970] 

<lalv> - < lu'l > • - uo• . 7 I cos(•t)ldt 
2 2v• 

= -u0• - •CrT•. (3) 

Thornton and Guza [1986] extended (2) to unidirectional 
waves with a narrow frequency spectrum and Rayleigh dis- 
tributed Uo [Longuet-Higgins, 1952] with probability den- 
sity function 

P(uo) - cr-• exp -2-• ' (4) 
Using (4) in (2) yields 

< lu'l > • - E[lu'l] • - • uoP(uo)duo 

x -lfr Icos(•t)l de- 
= 0.798 cr•-• (5) 

where El.] is the expected value. Note that (5) can also 
be derived from the less restrictive assumption of Gaussian- 
distributed wave orbital velocities [Longuet-Higgins, 1952], 
that is, 

< lu'l > • - ••T_ lu'l exp 2cr•, ] du' 

Other weak-current linearized forms for < Ifil v > follow 
from different assumptions about the fluctuating velocity 
field. For example, Liu and Dalrymple [1978] relaxed the 
small-angle assumption used in (3) and showed (for mono- 
chromatic waves) that 

2• 
< Ifflv >= •crT• (1 + sin e 0). (6) 

Wave obliquity thus increases < Ifil v > relative to small an- 
gles (3). 

Rayleigh friction, 

where/• is a constant dimensional drag coefficient, has been 
used in models of surf zone alongshore currents [Bowen, 
1969], shear waves [e.g., Dodd et al., 1992; Allen et al., 
1996; Slinn et al., 1998; Feddersen, 1998], and shelf cir- 
culation [e.g., Lentz and Winant, 1986; Lentz et al., 1999]. 
Rayleigh friction follows from assuming a constant cry in 
(5). 

Ebersole and Dalrymple [1980] introduced a general for- 
mulation for linear, unidirectional, monochromatic waves. 
With • - 0, the result (hereinafter ED80) is 

< I•lv > - w-1 /T[U• COS2 (0dr) q- 2•U 0 sin(O) COS(0dt) 
q- •2] 1/2 [• q- U0 sin(O) COS(Cot)] dt. (8) 

Thornton and Guza [1986] extended ED80 to a narrow- 
frequency spectrum. Evaluating (8) for each orbital wave 
velocity amplitude u0 gives lalv(•0), and integrating over 
the Rayleigh probability density function P(uo) (4) yields 
(hereinafter TG86) 

< I•lv>: E[[•lv(uo)] - f I•lv(u0) ß P½o)duo, (9) 
0 

Both ED80 and TG86 are nonlinear in 5 and must be inte- 

grated numerically. 
On a planar beach with maximum observed alongshore 

current •max • 0.6 m/s, Thornton and Guza [1986] showed 
that one-dimensional (l-D) model solutions with linear (5) 
and nonlinear TG86 (9) parameterizations both approximat- 
ely reproduce the observed cross-shore variation of 5(x). 
However, the best fit values of the drag coefficient cf with 
TG86 was 0.6 to 0.8 of the cf using (5). Thornton and Guza 
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[1986] suggest the cf values differed because Il/aT was 
O(1), violating the weak-current assumption underlying (5). 
On a barred beach with stronger •max m 1.5 m/s, •(x) solu- 
tions with (5) and with TG86 differ substantially, even using 
cf values that yield the same modeled •max [Church and 
Thornton, 1993]. In this case, the weak-current assumption 
likely was violated more severely than the cases with weaker 
V-max considered by Thornton and Guza [1986]. These dif- 
ferences suggest that the weak-current linearized parame- 
terization (5) is inaccurate. Although weak currents and 
small angles are not assumed in ED80 and TG86, the mean 
cross-shore current and directional spreading of waves are 
neglected, introducing errors that are not understood well. 

Wright and Thompson [1983] investigated the accuracy 
of the linearized parameterization in the special case of an 
isotropic (a•, - av - ar/x/•), uncorrelated Gaussian fluc- 
tuating velocity field, where 

x (•+ v')P(u',v')au'av', (10) 

with the probability density function 

P(u',v')- 2•ra2• exp -•--•a2• + ) ß 
Although < Ilv > is a function of two parameters, • and 
aT, the ratio < Ilv is a function of only Ivl/r. 
Integrating (10) numerically, Wright and Thompson [1983] 
showed that for 0 < Ivl/r <_ < lal.>/rv is relatively 
constant and varies by 23% from its weak-current value of 
0.75x/• = 1.33. Note that the small-angle random wave 
weak-current limit is 0.798. Wright and Thompson [1983] 
showed that the ratio < lair >/aT* for an isotropic, un- 
correlated Gaussian velocity field is represented well (max- 
imum error of 2%) for all values of I•l/ar by an empirical 
form (hereinafter WT83) 

• 800 

with a - 1.33. WT83 has the co•ect strong cu•ent limit • 700 
[•[• and the co•ect weak-cu•ent limit for an isotropic wave • • o 

field. o 
• 5• 

Naturally occu•ing wave-induced velocity fields •e nei- 3 
ther unidirectional nor isotropic. The formulation of Wright • • 

o 

and Thompson [1983] is generalized here to include veloc- ½ 
ity fluctuations with •bitrary directional distributions by as- 
suming u and v •e joint-Gaussian distributed random v•i- 
ables 

(12) 

The joint probability density function P(u, v), given in Ap- 
pendix A, is a function of u, v, a•,, av, and the correlation 
coefficient p•,v, 

Cu Cv 

The velocity moments Cu, Cv, and Puv are related to the 
mean angle O and spread c0 for a directionally distributed 
wave field [Kuik et al., 1988; Herhers et al., 1999]. A uni- 
directional wave field corresponds to c• - 0, [P•,v] - 1, 
and tan(1Ol) - •v/•,, an isotropic wave field corresponds 
to p•,v - 0 and Cv - c•,, and a wave field spread sym- 
metrically about normal incidence (O - 0) corresponds to 
P•,v - 0, Cv • 0, and 

2 
C v 

In general, (12) must be evaluated numerically (Appendix 
A). Special cases depend on fewer variables and are easier 
to evaluate. When Ip•,• I - 1 (i.e., co - 0, a unidirectional 
assumption similar to TG86), the double integral (12) col- 
lapses to a single integral (A4). For small angles (Cv - O) 
and • - 0, a closed form solution exists (Appendix C, here- 
inafter SA). 

S[l•l,/•r* is a function of four nondimensional param- 
eters (•/cr, •/cr, cvc•,, and p•,v; Appendix B). Weak- 
currents (lvl/ar << and Y/CT -- 0 result in E[lalvl/arv 
= a(cvc•,, P•,v (B4), a function of two parameters (equiv- 
alent to • and co). For unidirectional waves (Ip. - 1), 
the closed form expression (B5) shows that the increase in 
< Ilv > -- owing to wave obliquity is 
1 + sin 2 0, similar to the dependence for monochromatic 
waves (6). As 0 • 0, the small-angle limit (5) is recovered. 

3. Field Observations 

Field observations were collected near Duck, North Car- 

olina, on a barrier island exposed to the Atlantic Ocean dur- 
ing the Duck94 (September-October 1994 [e.g., Elgar et al., 
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Figure 1. Locations of the 13 Duck94 (crosses) and 26 
SandyDuck (circles) current meters used in this study. The 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Field Research Facility 
(FRF) coordinate system is used. Bathymetry from Octo- 
ber 2, 1997, is contoured in units of meters below mean sea 
level. 
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Table 1. Statistics of the Velocity Field and the Associated Wave Directional Properties. 

0, deg ao, deg 

Mean 0.03 0.35 0.33 -0.10 0.41 -0.11 -4.7 19.4 
Standard Deviation 0.22 0.17 0.30 0.17 0.09 0.19 10.5 3.6 
Maximum 1.74 0.96 2.79 1.47 1.21 0.85 44.5 51.7 
Minimum - 1.60 0.05 0.00 - 1.85 0.21 -0.92 -44.3 9.9 

Positive u and v correspond to onshore and southerly flow, respectively. 

1997; Gallagher et al., 1998; Garcez-Faria et al., 1998; 
Feddersen et al., 1998; Thornton et al., 1998; Herbers et 

al., 1999; and others]) and SandyDuck (August-November 
1997 [Elgar et al., 2000]) field experiments. Data used here 
were acquired from 13 current meters deployed on a cross- 
shore transect extending 750 m from near the shoreline to 
8-m water depth during Duck94 and from a 2-D array of 26 
current meters spanning 350 m in the cross-shore and 200 m 
in the alongshore during SandyDuck (Figure 1). The current 
meters were raised or lowered as the bed level changed to 
maintain an elevation between approximately 0.4 to 1.0 m 
above the seafloor. The sensors closest to shore often were 

exposed at low tide and therefore inactive. Over all the sen- 
sors, the significant wave height ranged from approximately 
0.2 to 4 m, the peak wave period from 5 to 12 s, and the 
wave-directional properties are given in Table 1. 

Current meter data acquired at 2 Hz were processed into 
hourly averaged estimates of v, u, cry,, av, < Ifflv >, and 
p•,v resulting in 70,099 estimates of each variable, 15,072 
from Duck94 and 55,027 from SandyDuck. The estimated 
hourly statistics contain contributions from shear and infra- 
gravity waves, as well as from sea and swell. Velocity statis- 
tics (Table 1) show that the assumption of weak-currents 
(Ivl/•r << x), small-angles (o¾/o'•, << 1), negligible •, and 
unidirectional waves (Ip•l - 1) used in parameterizations 
of < Ifil v > often are violated. 

4. Parameterization Tests 

4.1. Linear Parameterizations 

A linearized parameterization, based on the weak-current 
and small-angle parameterization (5), 

< I•lv >- aO'TU, (13) 

where a is a best fit coefficient, does not describe accu- 

rately the observed relationship between < Ifflv > and CrTU 
(Figure 2a). There is considerable scatter in the observed 
< I•lv > for I•r*l > 0.2 m:/s :, and a systematic nonlinear 
trend (e.g., I< I•lv > I increases nonlinearly for the largest 
values of lar•l). The Rayleigh friction form (7) is even less 
accurate (Figure 2b), with pronounced systematic deviations 
and a lower skill than (13). With moderately strong flows 
the errors for both parameterizations (with best fit slopes) 
are roughly a factor of two. The underprediction of < Ifflv > 
is even larger if the weak-current, small-angle value 0.798 is 
used for a in (13). 

The ratio < I•lv >/ar• (constant if (13) were correct) 
depends on I•l/•r (Figure 3). For I•l/•r > 0.s, < I•lv > 
/O'T• increases approximately linearly with I•l/•r, consis- 
tent with the expectation that < I•lv >-• I•1• for strong cur- 
rents. The linear relationship between < Ifil v >/aT• and 
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Figure 2. (a) Observed < Ifflv > versus O'T•. The solid 
line is the least squares best fit (slope a - 1.62 and skill 
r 2 - 0.94). (b) Observed < Iff[v > versus U. The solid 
line is the least squares best fit (slope = 0.99 rn/s and skill 
r 2 - 0.88). Each panel has 70,099 data points. 
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Figure 3. Observed < I•lv > 1•7TT versus I•l/•r. (a) All 
data points in the region 0 < (< Ifflv >/aTT) < 4. (b) The 
subset of data where I < lal• >1 > 0.2 m2/s 2 (7857 data 
points). 

I•l/•r is clearer when cases with I < I•lv >l < 0.2 m2/s 2 
are excluded (Figure 3b). For small values of Ivl/ar (i.e., < 
0.5), where (13) might be expected to be most accurate, 
< I•lv >/art is scattered over a wide range, and many 
values of < I•lv >/art are offscale in Figure 3a. As shown 
below, some of the scatter reflects terms involving the mean 
cross-shore flow • and directional spread that are neglected 
in the weak-current, small-angle parameterization but are 
important when Ivl/a• is small. Although the relative er- 
rors in (13) for small ITI/ar are often large (Figure 3a), the 
absolute error is small (Figure 2a) because < I•lv > usually 
is small when Ivl/•r -• 0 (Figure 3b). 

4.2. Joint-Gaussian Parameterization 

The joint-Gaussian expected value parameterization (12) 
is accurate, as demonstrated by the close correspondence be- 
tween observed < Ifflv > values obtained directly from the 
velocity time series and E[I•Iv] using observed values of •, 
T, au, av, and Puv (Figure 4a). Although < Ifflv>/E[lfflv 
is still scattered for small IVl/•r, the scatter for IVl/•r > 
0.3 is reduced substantially relative to the linearized parame- 

terization (compare Figure 4b with Figure 3a). One possible 
cause of the remaining scatter in Figure 4b is that for small 
ITI/aT, E[I•Iv]/aTT is very sensitive to a nonzero skewness 
(Appendix B), although zero velocity skewness is assumed 
with a joint-Gaussian velocity field. The velocity skewness 
usually is nonzero in the surf zone because of nonlinearities 
in the wave field [Guza and Thornton, 1985]. 

Based on the agreement between E[I•I4 and < I•lv > 
(Figure 4a), E[I•Iv] is used below as a proxy for < I•lv > 
in the surf zone. The dependence of E[lalv]/arv on v/at, 
Y/aT, a•au, and Pu•are used to explain the distribution 
of data in Figure 3. The observed ranges of these quanti- 
ties at Duck (Table 1) are used to guide the parameter space 
considered and likely are representative of other nearshore 
environments as well. 

The dependence of E[lal•/•rv on a•au, with • - 0 
and Pu•= 0, is shown in Figure 5a. For Ivl/ar > 0.5, no 
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Figure 4. (a) Observed < 1•71v > versus the expected value 
EEI•Iv] assuming a joint-Gaussian velocity field with ob- 
served means, variances, and Puv. The slope is 1.00, and the 
skill is r 2 - 1.00. (b) The ratio < I•lv >/E[I•Iv] versus 
[•[/•r. 
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Figure 5. The joint-Gaussian based E[[•[V]/O'T• versus [5l/CrT' (a) •/Cru -- O, Puv -- O, and cry/at, - 
0.0 (solid), 0.35 (dotted), 0.7 (dashed), and 1.0 (dash-dot). (b) • - 0, cry,/cry, - 0.41 (the observed mean 
value), and Ip•l - x.0 (dashed) and 0 (solid). (c) c%/(7•, - 0.41, p•,v - 0, and I•l/•T - x.o (solid), 
0.5 (dashed), and 0 (dash-dot). (d) •/CrT -- 0.4, Cry/at, -- 0.41, and Puv - 1.0 (solid), 0.5 (dashed),-0.5 
(dotted), and -1.0 (dash-dot). Note the axes scales of (a) and (c) are different than (b) and (d). 

data points in Figure 3a lie below the av/au = 0 curve. The 
range of < Ilv with varying crv/au decreases with 
larger I•l/•r. The values of E[l•lv]/•r• are weakly sensi- 
tive to variations of IPuvl when •/crr = 0 (Figure 5b) and 
slightly more sensitive to variations of •/O'T when p•.= 0 
(Figure 5c). In contrast, when •/aT • 0 and p•.• 0, 
E[la14/•V i$ spread over a wide range of values for small 
Ivl/ay (Figure 5d), and the envelope of the curves roughly 

bracket the observed distribution of < [ff[v >/O'T• in Fig- 
ure ga. As Ivl/r 0, E[lfflv]/•y• -4 +oc because 
< Ifflv > does not necessarily vanish when • - 0, but 
• % 0 and pu. g: 0 (B6). The spreading of E[la14/yV oc- 
curs largely for I•l/ar _< 0.6, consistent with the observed 
spreading of < Ifil v >/O'T• (Figure 3a). As the magnitude of 
•/rrr increases, the spreading of E[la14/•yV in Figure 5d 
persists for larger I•'l/o-T. However, even for relatively ex- 
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Figure 6. Observed < Ifflv > versus the closed form small- 
angle (SA) parameterization (C2) with the observed • and 
aT. The best fit slope is 1.06 and the skill r 2 = 0.98. The 
SA parameterization has the poorest fit to < I•lv > of all the 
nonlinear parameterizations (sections 4.3 and 4.4, Table 2) 
but is still much improved relative to the linear parameteri- 
zations (Figure 2). 

treme observed values (Table 1) Y/aT -- 1 and Puv - 0.9, 
this effect becomes important only for I'l/at < 0.7• (not 
shown). 

4.3. Nonlinear Parameterizations 

The ED80, TG86, and Ellalii for Ip•l - x parameter- 
izations all with • - 0 (as commonly is assumed in 1-D 
alongshore current modeling) perform well overall with high 
skills (r 2 >_ 0.98) and best fit slopes close to unity (Table 2) 
regardless of wave angle definition. With • - 0, all three 
parameterizations are functions of three parameters (•, aT, 
and 0). In ED80 and TG86, uo - X/•aT is used. The wave 
angle 0 is set to either the zero spread (i.e., IP•,• I - 1) wave 
angle tan 101 - a•/a•, the Kuik et al. [ 1988] mean wave an- 
gle (always closer to normal incidence than the zero spread), 
or 0 - 0. Examining the effect of different wave angles is 
equivalent to varying av/au. Although the three parameter- 
izations provide a good overall fit to < I•lv > (Figure 6), 
they differ from the full joint-Gaussian E[lfflv], particularly 
as Ivl/ar -• 0 (compare Figure 7a with Figures 7b and 7c) 
where the bias and standard deviations in the ratio of the 

observed to parameterized < I•lv > increase. The bias is 
greater with 0 - 0 than with tan 101 - av/a• (compare Fig- 
ure 7c with Figure 7b), reflecting the importance of 
for small Ivl/ar (Figure 5a). 

Including • has a small effect on the skill and best fit 
slopes of the three parameterizations (not shown) and in- 
creases the bias and standard deviations for small 
(Figure 7d). The performance of these parameterizations is 
degraded in this case because Ip•l - 1 is assumed, but 
E[lalvl/•T• is sensitive to p• for nonzero •/o' T and small 
Ivl/ar (Figure 5d). Including nonzero • improves the pa- 
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Figure 7. Means (diamonds) and standard deviations (vertical bars) of the ratio of the observed to the 
parameterized < I•lv >. <a> The joint-Gaussian E[I•Iv], <b> TG86 with ean(101) - a,/a• and • - 0, (c) 
TG86 with 0 - 0 and • - 0, and (d) TG86 with ran(101) - a,/a• and the observed •. 
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Table 2. Best fit slopes between the observed < I•lv > and TG86, ED80, and E[l•lv] with IP•,v I - = (all with • - 0) using 
three different wave angles. 

TG86 ED80 E[l•lv] (Ip• I = •) 

eax• IOl = •/• 1.008 1.013 0.979 
0 = Kuik 1.037 1.044 0.983 
0 = 0 1.042 1.050 1.059 

The Kuik et al. [ 1988] angle is a principal axes angle calculated from the velocity covariance matrix. The 0 = 0 entry for the E[[ff[v] 
(IP• I = 1) is the SA (C2) parameterization (Figure 6). For all parameterizations the skill r 2 _• 0.98. 

rameterizations only if Puv is variable as in E[l•lv] 0%- 
ure 7a). However, the dependence of E[l•lv]/ar* on 
weakens at moderate I'l/at (Figures 5c and 5d). The weak 
I•l/ar cases that contain most of the < I•lv >/rrr• spread- 
ing (Figure 3a) are also the cases of the smallest I< I•lv 
(Figure 3b). Therefore the nonlinear parameterizations with 
either • = 0 or the observed • and Ipu• I = 1 perform well 
overall (have high skills and best fit slopes close to one, Fig- 
ure 6). 

4.4. Empirical Nonlinear Parameterizations 

Empirical parameterizations, hybrids of the weak-current 
and strong-current forms, are suggested by the distribution 
of < I•lv >/ar• in Figure 3b and attempt to reproduce the 
• - 0 behavior of E[I•Iv] (Figures 5a and 5b) using alge- 

braic forms convenient for theoretical and numerical analy- 
sis. The Wright and Thompson [1983] form (11) 

< I•lv >- •r• [•= + ([•l/•r) =] 1/2 
is examined with two weak-current limits for ct that account 

for variations of av/au and Puv (Figures 5a and 5b). The 
first a(av/au, Puv) is based on a joint-Gaussian wave field 
and • = 0 (B4), and is evaluated numerically using the ob- 
served av/au and Puv. The a(av/au, Puv) values typically 
lie (Table 3) between the small-angle 0.798 and isotropic 
1.33 limits. The WT83 form with a(av/au, pu•) has best fit 
slope 1.02, high skill (r 2 = 0.99), and low bias for small val- 
ues of I'l/at (Figure 8a). This parameterization performs 
almost as well as the joint-Gaussian based •[lalv] for all 
values of I'l/at (compare Figure 8a with Figure 7a). 

1.5 

0.5 

, 

! , , 

(a) WT83 ci(av/a•, Puv) 
ß 

ß 

(c) WT83 oi - 1.1 • 

.............. ß 

ß 

, i i i i 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 0 

, , 

(d) S L 

0.5 1 
0.5 ' ' ' 

0 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 8. Means (diamonds) and standard deviations (vertical bars) of the ratio of the observed to the 
parameterized < I•lv >. (a) WT83 with the weak-current a(av/au,puv), (b) WT83 with the weak- 
current unidirectional wave a(av/au), (c) WT83 with the best fit constant a - 1.16, and (d) SL with best 
fit constants al = 0.66 and a2 -- 0.87. 
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Table 3. Statistics of ct(crv/cru, puv) (B4) and ct(cr•cr,) (B5) based on the observed c%/cr, and p,, 

Mean Standard Deviation Maximum Minimum 

1.02 0.05 1.38 0.88 
0.92 0.04 1.27 0.83 

An a(c%/cr•) based on a unidirectional (Ipl = 1) ran- 
dom wave field has a simple closed form expression (B5) 
that often has smaller values than the more general ct(crv/cru, 
p•v) (Table 3). This is reflected in the increased bias in the 
ratio of the observed to parameterized < Ilv > for small 
Ivl/ar (compare Figure 8b with Figure 8a). However, the 
best fit slope is 1.05, the skill is high (r 2 = 0.99), and 
the bias and scatter are no larger than the more complicated 
parameterizations in Figures 7b-7d. Owing to the limited 
range of both a (Table 3), a best fit constant a = 1.16 (that 
is within the range of weak-current derived ct in Table 3) 
can be used in WT83 (11), with high skill (r 2 = 0.99) and 
only slightly increased bias for small values of Ivl/ar (Fig- 
ure 8c). 

A second empirical form, the straight-line parameteriza- 
tion (hereinafter SL), 

(14) 

is suggested by the linear relationship between < Ilv 
/crr• and Ivl/ar in Figure 3b. With the best fit coefficients 
(a• = 0.66 and 6[2 = 0.87) found by fitting (14) to the ob- 
served < Iv71v >, SL reproduces < [v71v > with high skill 
(r 2 = 0.98). The best fit SL weak-current limit (a• = 0.66) 
is smaller than the small-angle limit (0.798), resulting in 
large bias for small I•[/ar (Figure 8d). However, the er- 
rors for Ivl/ar > 0.a are similar to the errors for the other 
nonlinear parameterizations considered. The SL parameter- 
ization allows direct solution for • in 1-D alongshore cur- 
rent models that balance wave and wind forcing with bottom 
stress. 

These nonlinear < Ilv > parameterizations, based on 
different assumptions of the flow field, have larger errors 
(Figures 7b-7d and Figure 8) than the joint-Gaussian based 
[117] (Figure 7a) but may reproduce < Ilv > adequately 
(e.g., Figure 6) for many modeling applications. The crit- 
ical elements in parameterizing < Ilv > accurately are 
and o'r. For small Ivl/r, other factors (e.g., Cry/cry, 
p•,, velocity skewness) are also important. The choice of 
parameterization for a particular application depends on the 
desired trade-off between complexity and accuracy. 

5. Discussion 

The < Ilv > parameterizations examined above use the 
observed total velocity variance cry. that includes variabil- 
ity on timescales of sea and swell (0.05-0.3 Hz) and infra- 
gravity and shear waves (< 0.05 Hz). In alongshore cur- 
rent models, O'r often is inferred from a wave transformation 

model [e.g., Thornton and Guza, 1983; Church and Thorn- 
ton, 1993; Lippmann et al., 1996] that only includes sea and 
swell and excludes lower frequency motions. The effect of 
neglecting infragravity and shear waves in < Ilv > parame- 
terizations is investigated here. 

During SandyDuck, multiple sensors were deployed at 
different cross-shore locations (Figure 1). At each of these 

2 and 2 cross-shore locations, bandpassed cr u or, were calcu- 
lated over the sea-swell frequency band and summed to give 
cr•b p (the sea-swell bandpassed aT). The infragravity con- 
tribution to o'r is largest near the shoreline, where a linear 
regression between aT and crrb p yields a best fit slope of 
0.83 and r 2 = 0.94 (e.g., on average, infragravity and shear 
waves contribute 17 % to crr near the shoreline). Farther off- 
shore the infragravity contribution decreases, and the best fit 
slopes between aT and CrTbp are closer to unity (0.93-0.96) 
and there is less scatter (r 2 = 0.98). 

The effect of using a reduced aT, crrr, in the joint-Gauss- 
ian parameterization (EEllv]) is examined in Figure 9 by 
reducing cr• and Cry (and therefore aT) to 80% of their orig- 
inal values (a typical near-shoreline reduction). For small 
IVl/•r the < I•lv > /E•[l•lv] binned means are about 
1/0.8 = 1.25 (e.g., crr/crrr), as expected from a weak- 
current linearization proportional to crr•. For larger Il/cry, 
the < lal.>/E•[lal, ratio approaches unity, as expected 
because both < lal• > and E[lal] • I•1• for large Ivl/•T. 
Thus the maximum average underprediction of < Ifflv >, by 
the factor crr•/cry, occurs for small Ivl/ar. Based on the 

1.5 

0.5 i i 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 9. The means (diamonds) and standard deviations 
(vertical bars) of the ratio < Ilv versus Ivl/r. 
The observed < Ilv > is used, and •[l•lv] is based on the 
observed •, •, and pu, but with 80% of the observed c% and 
or, The corresponding result using the observed cr• and av 
is shown in Figure 7a. 
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Figure 10. Alongshore current solutions versus distance from the shoreline with four parameteriza- 
tions for the bottom stress: weak-current (13) (solid curve), Rayleigh (dotted), WT83 (dash-dot), and 
SL (dashed). Solutions are shown for different values of the drag coefficient cf: (a) cf = 0.01, (b) 
cf = 0.001, and (c) with cf adjusted to yield the same •max as SL with cf = 0.001. The cf values for 
the weak-current, Rayleigh, WT83, and SL parameterizations are 1.66, 2.04, 1.03, and 1.00 (all x 10-3), 
respectively. The flow is forced by waves (offshore Hrms - 1 m, 0 = 10 ø, and peak period T = 10 s) 
that are transformed using Church and Thornton [ 1993] over the barred bathymetry shown in (d). 

best fit slopes between tY T and tYTbp, using tYTbp results in an 
average <IEIv > error of less than 10% seaward of the shal- 
lowest sensor location, and average errors as large as 20% 
at the shallowest locations, comparable with the mean errors 
introduced with the nonlinear parameterizations discussed in 
section 4.3 (compare Figures 7b-7d with Figure 9). 

Simple alongshore current models balance the alongshore 
wave forcing (e.g., gradients in the wave radiation stress) 
with the alongshore bottom stress ruø. Alongshore current 
solutions on a barred bathymetry are shown in Figure 10 for 
four (best fit) < Ilv > parameterizations given by 

1.62 O'T• 

ru0 _ 0.99• 
pc-• aT•[1.162 '•-(•/O'T)2] 

0.66 a•-• + 0.87 

weak current (13) 
Rayleigh (7) 
WT83 (11) 
SL (14), 

with c/constant in the cross-shore. Alongshore current so- 
lutions for the first two (linear) models are proportional to 

c] 1, whereas the WT83 and SL parameterization have a sin- 
gle solution that scales between • ,-• c/1/2 (for stronger 
forcing) and • ,,• c/, 1 (for weaker forcing). Therefore • 
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solutions with SL and WT83 are less sensitive to cf changes 
than are solutions with the linear parameterizations. 

GarcezoFaria et al. [1998] report a range of drag coeffi- 
cients cf - 0.001 to cf - 0.01 based on calculating ru• 
using observed vertical profiles of • and bottom boundary 
layer theory [Grant and Madsen, 1979]. For cf - 0.01 
(Figure 10a), the maximum Il/T 0.6, and the magni- 
tude and structure of the four • solutions are similar. The 

small difference between WT83 and SL is consistent with 

the Il/T • 0.5 trends in Figures 8c and 8d. For cf - 
0.001 (Figure 10b), the current is strong (the WT83 and 
SL maximum Il/T - 2.3), and the weak-current (13) 
and Rayleigh (7) parameterization give V-max - 2.9 m/s 
and •max -- 3.6 ITI/S, respectively, much larger than the 
V-max - 1.8 m/s predicted using WT83 or SL. The weak- 
current V-max would be a factor of two greater if the weak- 
current small angle coefficient 0.798 (5) was used rather than 
the best fit coefficient 1.62. Similar differences between lin- 

ear and nonlinear parameterizations are apparent in Church 
and Thornton [ 1993, Figures 8, 10, and 11 ], although differ- 
ent cf values are used for each parameterization. To avoid 
the unrealistically large velocities predicted with linearized 
< Ilv > parameterizations (Figure 10b), ci typically is ad- 
justed to match the magnitude of the observed flow (Fig- 
ure 10c). Although the modeled •(z) are all similar, a factor 
of two adjustment of ci in the linear parameterizations is 
needed to match the V-max predicted by SL with ci - 0.001, 
whereas the cf adjustment is only 3% for WT83. Inferring 
ci values by fitting models using linearized bottom stresses 
to data can be misleading. 

in parameterizing < Ilv > are • and a•-. At small Il/T 
(< 0.6), other factors (e.g., a,/a•,, •/O'T, and p•,) are also 
important and the parameterizations differ (Figures 7 and 8). 
The effect of velocity skewness, not included in any of these 
parameterizations, may also be important for the weakest 

Neglecting velocity fluctuations in the infragravity fre- 
quency band (< 0.05 Hz) on average reduces rrr by about 
20% close to the shoreline, resulting in average errors in the 
joint-Gaussian values of E[lalv] (Figure 9) comparable with 
the average errors of the nonlinear parameterizations of sec- 
tion 4.3 (Figures 7b-7d). Errors from neglecting infragravity 
velocity fluctuations decrease farther offshore. Alongshore 
current solutions with linear parameterizations of < Ilv > 
are more sensitive to variations in cf than are solutions using 
nonlinear parameterizations. Inferring c1 by fitting model 
solutions using the linear parameterizations to observations 
can be misleading. 

Appendix A: Evaluation of 
Assuming a joint-Gaussian probability density function 

for u and v, the expected value of •[l•lv3 is 

1 ffu2 + v2v x 
: exp - av 

2a2•a,2(1 - p2•v ) 
xdudv. (A1) 

6. Conclusions 

The weak-current (13) and Rayleigh (7) parameterizations 
of < Ilv > are inaccurate for the wide range of conditions 
observed between the shoreline and 8-m water depth (Fig- 
ure 2). The weak-current parameterization has significant 
bias and scatter at larger < Ilv > (Figure 2a). The ob- 
served alongshore currents range from weak to strong (0 
Il/aT < 3>. The observed distribution of < lalv 
is highly scattered at small I•[/ar and depends linearly on 
Ivl/•r at larger values of Ivl/•r (Figure 3) consistent with 
< lair > ~ 

An expected value [lalv] based on a joint-Gaussian dis- 
tributed velocity field accurately parameterizes 
(Figure 4a). The observed distribution of < lal > 
(Figure 3a) generally is reproduced by varying the param- 
eters (•/O'T, •/O'T, O'v/O'u, Puv, Appendix B) that govern 
E[lall/r, (Figure 5). 

The joint-Gaussian parameterization E[lall requires a 
more detailed specification of the velocity field than usually 
is available. Other nonlinear parameterizations, Ebersole 
and Dalrymple [ 1980], Thornton and Guza [ 1986], and spe- 
cial cases of Ellair] (^4 and C2), approximately reproduce 
< Ilv > (Table 2 and Figure 6) regardless of the wave an- 
gle definition and whether or not the observed • is included. 
The empirical WT83 (11) and the straight-line parameteriza- 
tion (14) also replicate < Ilv >, The most important factors 

Writing the velocities as mean and fluctuating components 
(i.e., u - • + u') gives 

I //V/ E[141v] - 2•'a•av(1 - pa•v ) (u' + •)2 + (v' + 
, 

x (v'+5) exp -•u C•u du'dv' 

where u - [u' v'] T, and the velocity covariance matrix C• 
is 

C• - a• P•a•a• (A2) 2 ß 
Puv•u•v •v 

The symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix C•-• exists (be- 
cause the observed Ip• I • 1 and • • 0) and has an eigen- 
value decomposition 

C•-• - LA -1L • 

where L is the orthonormal eigenvector matrix, and A - 
diag(•i) is the eigenvalue matrix. Transforming into the 
stretched principal axes, 

x-A-1/aL•u/•, 

where x - [z •]•, so that 

1 T -1 
xTx -- •U CuvU 
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and defining K - x/•LA 1/2, it follows that u - Kx, and 
dudv - aet(K)dxdy, where aet(K) - 

The term v/u 2 + v2v in (A1) is written with the change 
of variable as (K - kij), 

g(x,y) -- [(k121 -•- k221)x 2 -•- 2(kllk12 -•- k21k22)xy 
-•- (k122 -•- k222)y 2 -•- 2(kllX -•- k12Y)• 

+ 2(k21x + k22y)*+ 
x (k2tx + k22y + 

Defining 7 - *ro'•,O'vV/(1- P2)/(/•1/•2), the integral (A1) 
becomes 

E[lffJv ] - • g(x, y) exp[-(x 2 + y2)]dxdy. (A3) 

Equation (A3) was integrated numerically using a n - 24 
point quadrature scheme for both x and y appropriate for 
integrals of the form (A3) [Abrarnowitz and Stegun, 1965], 

i n n 
EEwijg(xi,Yj) E[lfflv] i=1 j=l 

where xi and yj are the zeros of the Hermite polynomials 
H,• (x) and H,• (y), and wij are the weights 

22n-2n!nl•r 

wij -- n4 2 (yj ) ' Zn_l (Xi)Zn2_l 

This scheme is both accurate and efficient. An n = 12 

point quadrature scheme also could be used in a circulation 
model. For the case where • = 0 and a, - 0 the numerical 
integration agrees well with the closed form solution (Ap- 
pendix C) for the small-angle parameterization. Small er- 
rors in the numerical integration as ,/try, --> 0 with • = 0 
are expected because the function x/• has a discontinuous 
derivative at u = 0. The quadrature scheme is most accu- 
rate with functions that are continuous and have continuous 
derivatives. 

If the wave spread ao is assumed zero (i.e., P•,v = 4-1) 
as in TG86 and ED80, then the double integral in (A1) is 
transformed into a single integral 

E[llv] - •-• cos(O) + •)2 + (u• sin(O) 

+ ,)211/2 (u½sin(0)+,)exp 2try. J du½,(A4) 

-3 

i , ! i 

ß 

I I I I I I I 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

E[I•I•] (m2/s 2) 

Figure A1. Observed < > versus E[I•I•]. The skill 
r 2 - 0.95 and N =70,099. The scale is the same as in 
Figure 4. 

The skill between < > and E[II] is high (r 2 = 0.95) 
but is lower than that between < I•1• > and E[I•14. The 
reduced range of observed < Ifil u > and increased scatter at 
small values of < Ilu > relative to < Ilv > both contribute 
to the lower skill. 

Appendix B' Weak-current Approximations 

For a joint-Gaussian velocity field the ratio < Ilv 
(with the change of variable, x - u •/at and y - v •/at) is 

xdxdy, (B1) 

which is a function of four nondimensional quantities, */aT, 
•/aT, a,/a•,, and Pro,. Denoting the expected value with 
the brackets operator, (B 1) is 

O'TV = X+•T T + Y+-- (yO'T O'T 
(B2) 

that is calculated readily with an similar quadrature scheme. For weak-currents (i.e., small */aT and •/aT), Taylor ex- 
Although < Ilu > is not related obviously to the time- panding the square root in (B2) and keeping up to linear 

averaged cross-shore bottom stress because of the strong terms in the mean current gives 
depth variation in •, it is interesting to examine whether the 

relationship between < > and E[I•I•] is as robust as EElair = (x 2 +//2)1/2 1 + (x 2 +//2) O'T that between < Ilv > and E[IIv] (Figure 4). The joint- O'TU 

Gaussian E[lfflu] integrated numerically with the scheme Y aV•T] (ø'T)1 ' •-t-1 . described above, is compared with < Ilu > in Figure A1. + (x 2 +//2) Y v 
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The joint-Gaussian expected value of odd functions is zero 
so 

(x• + y•)•/• •r (x• + y•) 

: 0. 
•/2 ar 

Note that if the underlying probability density function has 
a nonzero skewness, then < y(x 2 + y2)1/2 >• 0, and as 
I•l/•r -* 0, E[I•I•]/•T• -* ñ•' 

For weak-cu•ents and a joint-Gaussian velocity field, 

y2 + xy • 
•[•1•] = (x • + y•)•/• + (x• • ;•)• ' (•3) 

With the common alongshore cu•ent modeling assumption 
• - 0, (B3) reduces to a function of a•/a• and p•, 

E[,•,v]_( X2+2y 2 ) ar• -- (•2 + y2)1/2 ' (B4) 

v fv/u,2 v2 -u'2 E[lalv]- VS-;•T + exp du'. (C1) 

Changing variables so r 2 - u'2/(2a}) and b - U•/(4a•.) 
yields 

E[Igl v] - •aT•' f v/r 2 + 2b'exp(-r2) dr 

= V••2-aT• ß bexp(b)[Ko(b) + K• (b)] (C2) 
where Ko and K• are the modified Bessel functions of the 
second kind. As I•l/aT -• 0, b -+ 0, exp(b) ,-- I + b, 
Ko(b) ,• - In b, and K• (b) ,-- b -•, so to leading order 

E[lglv] • ••2-aTU' b(l + b)(b-l - lnb) "'• •aTU, 
recovering the weak-current limit. As I•l/ar -+ c•, b -• 

which can be integrated using techniques described in Ap- 
pendix A. The isotropic case (av/a•, - 1 and p•,v - 0) con- 
sidered by Wright and Thompson [ 1983] is recovered from 
(B4), 

Ellair] _ 3_F(1/2 ) _ 3__•___• 
aT• 4 4 

where F is the gamma function. When Ipuvl - 1, tan(101) - 
a•/a•,, and (B4) yields a closed form solution, 

• •v / •u E[[fflv] - 1+ 1+ 
= • [1+ sin 20]. (B5) 

The co•ection for wave obliquity is the same as for unidirec- 
tional monochromatic waves (6) [Liu and Dalwmple, 1978]. 

Allowing •/aT • 0 with Ip•l - I gives a closed form 
expression for the third term in (B 3) 

--1 

( (x 2 +y2)•/2 •/aT -- sgn(Puv) • + -- 
- War _ (B6) x •/aT sgn(pu•) aua• u 

Ko(b),K• (b) ,,• x/-•b -•/2 exp(-b) 
so to leading order 

recovering the strong-current limit. 
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